DfE Furniture
Framework

Made in the UK
Min 10 year warranty*

Lot 2 - Fitted Furniture

100% Recyclable*

The DfE furniture framework, launched in November
2020, helps schools, academy trusts and construction
companies to achieve a fast route to market that is
OJEU compliant, cost effective and with products that
have been selected and endorsed by the DfE.

*excludes Lockers

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

WORKTOP- SGL (SOLID GRADE LAMINATE)

PRODUCT

DATA

SGL is a Solid Grade Laminate which is primarily either 16mm or 12mm thick. It is
incredibly hard wearing and impermeable to water, with a high chemical and impact
resistance and used as the product of choice in demanding educational environments.
Construction

SGL comes in 12 and 16mm thicknesses, it doesn’t have an applied edging as the
core is machined and finished, this gives an integral black finish edge normally
with a chamfer or bullnose.

Range & Uses

The Labgrade range has a 16mm and 12mm thickness choice and they each have
various uses:
16mm – this is primarily a worktop product and is often used in laboratories,
technology areas and sometimes IT Suites. It can be used for table tops to match
the fixed worktops used in these areas.
12mm – this is mainly used for table tops where there is a supporting frame
around the perimeter of the top, both in laboratories and technology areas to
match the perimeter furniture or in classrooms and teaching spaces.

Technical

SGL is tested to EN438 and is an immensely strong range of solid panels that can
withstand high impact environments:
- Non-porous surface and edges
- Easy to clean
- Resistance to stain
- Resistance to chemicals (testing sheet available on request)
- Resistance to shock
- Resistance to scratching
- Exceptional resistance to moisture
- Exceptional resistance to impact
- Colour stability
- Approved for contact with foodstuffs

Operating & Maintenance Information

Trespa worktops are designed to withstand the regular cleaning regimes
that are essential to maintenance and hygiene. These products are easy to
clean and in most cases, wiping down the panel with warm water and a mild
cleaning agent is adequate. In high usage environments, it can be cleaned with
aggressive disinfectants and a pressure washer if necessary. Graffiti can be
cleaned off using the standard organic solvents (e.g. acetone) without any effect
on the panel colour. Should it be necessary, these panels can be cleaned with
non-abrasive cleaning materials and disinfectants although in most cases warm
water and a mild detergent will keep the panels clean and hygienic.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

10
years
FSC
CERTIFIED

PRODUCT
WARRANTY

100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

WORKTOP-HPL (HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE)

PRODUCT

DATA

HPL is 0.8mm High Pressure Laminate which is normally bonded onto a MDF or
Chipboard core, although used for furniture manufacturing because of the wide range of
finishes it is available in, it is primarily a worktop product used where increased impact
resistance and durability is required.
Construction

HPL is 0.8mm and bonded onto a 16mm or 22mm MDF core with either a
balancer or second laminate sheet to the reverse.
HPL boards are then edged using 2mm PVC edging, normally to match the HPL
and secured using PU glue.

Ranges

Core Finishes – this range is HPL laminates which are stock and widely used
across our range. The finishes are primarily wood grains along with a few plain
finishes.
Designer Finishes – this range of HPL laminates is a premium selection offering a
wide range of finishes including plain colours.

Uses

Laminate is often used in dining hall table tops, worktops in technology areas
and other slightly more demanding areas of education. It is also used where a
feature finish is required due to the wide range of
laminate finishes available.

Technical

HPL is tested to EN438 for:
- Resistance to impact
- Resistance to staining
- Thickness tolerances
- Resistance to blistering

10
years
FSC
CERTIFIED

Operating & Maintenance Information

HPL worktops are designed to withstand the regular cleaning regimes
that are essential to maintenance and hygiene. These products are easy
to clean and in most cases, wiping down the panel with a damp cloth
and a mild cleaning agent is adequate. In high usage environments,
it can be cleaned with aggressive disinfectants if necessary. Should it
be necessary, these panels can be cleaned with non-abrasive cleaning
materials and disinfectants.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

PRODUCT
WARRANTY

100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

CANTILEVERED DOUBLE OR SINGLE LEG
FRAME

PRODUCT

DATA

The wall fixing bracket means the same leg can carry more worktop depths. Can be
spaced at 800mm centres but using the rails can set at 1200mm centres or 1600mm
centres.
Construction

Fully welded 50mm x 25mm tubular mild steel legs, expoxy powder coated.
Heavy duty adjustable feet and floor fixings.
Minimum 2no. fixings to wall to wall and 4no. to worktop.

10
years
PRODUCT
WARRANTY

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Benching frame is manufactured from 55% recycled steel.
No maintenance required.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

UNDERBENCH CUPBOARD (2 DOOR)

DATA

The Capacity Storage Range by Pinnacle Furniture is a specifically designed storage
system for education, it has a number of uniquely designed features to ensure maximum
lifespan and practicality. All our units are FIRA tested to BSEN16121:2013 Level 2
Extreme Contract Use and have 170° hinges with additional strengthening hinge plates.
The carcass colour is light grey and all units have a removable 18mm back to enable
access to services. Available in a wide range of door and drawer front colours.
Construction
-

18mm HPL carcass with adjustable feet.
MDF plinth with sealing strip to protect against ingress of moisture.
Soft close drawers as standard.
Hinges are 2 part, all steel, 170 degree opening. Mounted within the
door via 2 screws into a Nylon insert and a 35mm socket and fixed to
the carcass with hinge security plates greatly increasing the strength
of the hinge fixing. Hinges provide door height / depth adjustment.

Dimensions

Double Door Unit - H520 / H720mm, D480mm, W1010mm.

Environmental

All carcasses, doors and drawer fronts manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Handles

Bow handle - traditional shape, satin stainless steel finish, H218mm
Flush handle - recessed into door, matt nickel plated, H56mm, D110mm
Round handle - satin stainless steel finish, finger grip

10
years
FIRA
TESTED

PRODUCT
WARRANTY

Locks

Locks available. Keyed alike with optional master key locking available.

Colour

Carcass - U112 Light Grey. We offer a wide range of door and drawer. front colours from
our core finishes range or designer range.

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Capacity Storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance free, however the following should
be observed during the products lifetime: Where cleaning of the units / doors is required a mild detergent
solution should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching products is not recommended.
The capacity storage range has several moving parts such as hinges and drawers which may require
occasional adjustment or alignment. Spares are available from Pinnacle Furniture.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

UNDERBENCH CUPBOARD (1 DOOR)

DATA

The Capacity Storage Range by Pinnacle Furniture is a specifically designed storage
system for education, it has a number of uniquely designed features to ensure maximum
lifespan and practicality. All our units are FIRA tested to BSEN16121:2013 Level 2
Extreme Contract Use and have 170° hinges with additional strengthening hinge plates.
The carcass colour is light grey and all units have a removable 18mm back to enable
access to services. Available in a wide range of door and drawer front colours.
Construction
-

18mm HPL carcass with adjustable feet.
MDF plinth with sealing strip to protect against ingress of moisture.
Soft close drawers as standard.
Hinges are 2 part, all steel, 170 degree opening. Mounted within the
door via 2 screws into a Nylon insert and a 35mm socket and fixed to
the carcass with hinge security plates greatly increasing the strength
of the hinge fixing. Hinges provide door height / depth adjustment.

Dimensions

Double Door Unit - H520 / H720mm, D480mm, W1010mm.

Environmental

All carcasses, doors and drawer fronts manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Handles

Bow handle - traditional shape, satin stainless steel finish, H218mm
Flush handle - recessed into door, matt nickel plated, H56mm, D110mm
Round handle - satin stainless steel finish, finger grip

Locks

Locks available. Keyed alike with optional master key locking available.

Colour

Carcass - U112 Light Grey. We offer a wide range of door and drawer. front colours from
our core finishes range or designer range.

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Capacity Storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance free,
however the following should be observed during the products lifetime: Where
cleaning of the units / doors is required a mild detergent solution should be used.
The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching products is not recommended.
The capacity storage range has several moving parts such as hinges and drawers
which may require occasional adjustment or alignment. Spares are available from
Pinnacle Furniture. Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and
ease of use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk
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LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

UNDERBENCH TRAY UNIT

DATA

The Capacity Storage Tray Units by Pinnacle Furniture is a specifically designed storage
system for education, it has a number of uniquely designed features to ensure maximum
lifespan and practicality. All our units are FIRA tested to BSEN16121:2013 Level 2
Extreme Contract Use. The carcass colour is light grey and has a removable 18mm back
to enable access to services.
Construction

- 18mm HPL carcass with adjustable feet.
- MFC plinth with sealing strip to protect against ingress of moisture.

Environmental

All carcasses, doors and drawer fronts manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Tray Options

Full range of Gratnell trays available in a wide range of colours.
Tray unit accommodates shallow, deep and jumbo size trays.
Accommodates quantities of 12,18 and 24 trays.

Colour

Carcass - U112 Light Grey.

10
years
FIRA
TESTED

W

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Capacity Storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance
free, however the following should be observed during the products
lifetime:
Where cleaning of the units / doors is required a mild detergent solution
should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching
products is not recommended.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of
use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk
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PRODUCT
WARRANTY

100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

OPEN UNDERBENCH PAPER UNIT

DATA

The Capacity Storage Range by Pinnacle Furniture is specifically designed for education
and has a number of Specialist Units which marry up with the base unit dimensions in the
Capacity Range for uniformity. All our units are FIRA tested to BSEN16121:2013 Level 2
Extreme Contract Use. The carcass colour is light grey.

Construction

- 18mm HPL carcass
- Non-removeable backs

Dimensions

Paper Store Unit - H720mm, D470mm, W1010mm - 8 horizontal sections

Environmental

All carcasses, doors and drawer fronts manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Colour

Carcass - U112 Light Grey. We offer a wide range of drawer front.
colours from our core finishes range or designer range.

10
years
FIRA
TESTED

Operating & Maintenance Information

The capacity storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance free,
however the following should be observed during the products lifetime:
Where cleaning of the units / doors is required a mild detergent solution
should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching
products is not recommended.
The capacity storage range has several moving parts such as drawers
which may require occasional adjustment or alignment. Spares are
available from Pinnacle Furniture.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

PRODUCT
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LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

WALL CUPBOARD

DATA

The Capacity Storage Range by Pinnacle Furniture is specifically designed for education
and has a number of Wall Units which marry up with the base unit dimensions in the
Capacity Range for uniformity. All our units are FIRA tested to BSEN16121:2013 Level 2
Extreme Contract Use and have 170° hinges with additional strengthening hinge plates.
The carcass colour is light grey and all units have non-removable backs. Available in a
wide range of door colours.
Construction

- 18mm HPL carcass.
- Non-removeable backs.
- Hinges are 2 part, all steel, 170 degree opening. Mounted within the
door via 2 screws into a Nylon insert and a 35mm socket and fixed to
the carcass with hinge security plates greatly increasing the strength
of the hinge fixing. Hinges provide some door height / depth adjustment.

Dimensions

Double Door Unit - H720mm, D300mm, W1010mm.

Environmental

All carcasses, doors and drawer fronts manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Handles

Bow handle - traditional shape, satin stainless steel finish, H218mm
Flush handle - recessed into door, matt nickel plated, H56mm, D110mm
Round handle - satin stainless steel finish, finger grip

10
years

Locks

Locks available. Keyed alike with optional master key locking available.

Colour

Carcass - U112 Light Grey. We offer a wide range of door colours from our core finishes
range or designer range.

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Capacity Storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance free,
however the following should be observed during the products lifetime:
Where cleaning of the units / doors is required a mild detergent solution
should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching
products is not recommended.
The capacity storage range has several moving parts such as hinges and
drawers which may require occasional adjustment or alignment. Spares
are available from Pinnacle Furniture.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk
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PRODUCT
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LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

WALL SHELVING WITH SUPPORTS

DATA

Our wall shelving with supports offer secure and durable shelving solutions for various
learning environments.

Construction

Space for multiple shelves.
Manufactured board.
18mm thick HPL (High Pressure Laminate) shelves.
Matching 2mm thick ABS edging.
Uprights and brackets EPC steel.

Dimensions

Shelf dimensions- 1050x455mm

10
years
PRODUCT
WARRANTY

Operating & Maintenance Information

Wall shelving is considered to be primarily maintenance free, however the
following should be observed during the products lifetime:
Where cleaning of the shelves is required a mild detergent solution should
be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching products
is not recommended.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of
use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

SCIENCE SERVICE PEDESTALS

DATA

Science service pedestals by Pinnacle Furniture allow for flexible room layouts while
providing services to multiple students at one time. The pedestals can be chosen with all
worktop types and can incorporate power, data, gas taps and sinks.
Construction
-

18mm MFC carcass with a wide range of panel colours.
16mm SGL worktop as standard.
Removeable access panel.
Ventilation for pedestals with gas.

Configurations / Dimensions
Standard Science Service Pedestal:
Heights; H850, H900, H1100mm
Widths; W600, W1200mm
Depth; D600mm
Includes lockable cupboard.

Science Service Pedestal with Sink and Double Tap:
Heights; H850, H900, H1100mm
Widths; W600, W1200mm
Depth; D600mm
Includes sink, double tap, waste and trap along with a lockable cupboard.

Environmental

All carcasses and panels are manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Colour

Wide range of panel colours from Core Finishes range or Designer Ranges.

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Capacity Storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance
free, however the following should be observed during the products
lifetime:
Where cleaning of the pedestals is required a mild detergent solution
should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching
products is not recommended.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of
use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

25
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PRODUCT
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100%
RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

TEACHER ‘L’ SHAPED SERVICE DEMO DESK

PRODUCT

DATA

Dedicated teachers work area with options for all services including fume cupboard
docking stations.

Construction
-

18mm HPL carcass with a wide range of panel colours.
16mm SGL worktop as standard.
Removeable access panel.
Ventilation for pedestals with gas.

Configurations / Dimensions
Heights; H900mm
Widths; W1800 & 2400mm
Depth; D600mm
Desk return; 1700mm

Environmental

All carcasses and panels are manufactured from FSC board.
All manufacturing and packaging waste is recycled.
All units are 100% recyclable.

Colour

Wide range of panel colours from Core Finishes range or Designer Ranges

25
years
FIRA
TESTED

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Capacity Storage range is considered to be primarily maintenance
free, however the following should be observed during the products
lifetime:
Where cleaning of the pedestals is required a mild detergent solution
should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching
products is not recommended.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of
use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

PRODUCT
WARRANTY
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RECYCLABLE

LOT 2: FITTED FURNITURE

PRODUCT

4 DOOR LOCKER

DATA

Metal door lockers are an extremely durable material which will prevent vandalism
and ensure longevity of your lockers. The lockers provide a stylish and secure storage
solutions for your environment. Manufactured in the UK to the highest standards.
Construction

Steel carcass locker with anti-rust key coating.
Manufactured in the UK.
Fire tested and approved to EN13501-1:2007+ A1:2009.

Lock Options

- Hasp and staple, cam (keyed), or combination
- Cam lock comes with 2 user keys, but master keys or
additional user keys can also be requested at an extra charge.
- Hasp and staple locks do not include padlocks - the padlock shank should measure
between 7 and 8mm.
- The locker pricing includes a cam or hasp and staple lock but a
combination lock is chargeable.

Dimensions

Our metal lockers are available in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 compartments
Available in nests of 1, 2 or 3
H1780mm
W305mm
D305mm

1years

Finish

99.9% reduction of bacteria including MRSA & E-COLI for the life of the coating
Locker carcass available in Black, Silver and Smoke White
Our Steel locker door range is available in a variety of colours

Operating & Maintenance Information

The Metal locker range is considered to be maintenance free, however
the following should be observed during the products lifetime:
Where cleaning of the lockers are required a mild detergent solution
should be used. The use of harsh abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching
products is not recommended.
Following these procedures will ensure product longevity and ease of
use.

020 8641 1000

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk
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PRODUCT
WARRANTY
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EMAIL

sales@pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

PHONE

020 8641 1000

WEBSITE

www.pinnacle-furniture.co.uk

OFFICE LOCATIONS

Gatwick | Cardiff | Aberdeen

